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ABSTRACT
We propose the modified version of the canonical energy which was introduced originally by
Hollands and Wald. Our construction depends only on the Euler-Lagrange expression of the
system and thus is independent of the ambiguity in the Lagrangian. After some comments
on our construction, we briefly mention on the relevance of our construction to the boundary
information metric in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. We also study the stability
of three-dimensional hairy extremal black holes by using our construction.
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1 Introduction
Black hole stability has been one of the important persisting issues in black hole physics, whose
study has realistic implications, for instance, that the observed black holes would be stable
ones if they are found experimentally. This also has interesting applications in the context
of the AdS/CFT correspondence since the stability or unitarity of the finite temperature field
theory system would be dual to the stability of black holes or branes according to the AdS/CFT
dictionary. It has been well known that there are at least two kinds of stability concepts in black
holes, one of which is known as the dynamical stability and the other is the thermodynamic one.
At the linearized level, the dynamical stability is determined by mode analysis for perturbing
black hole solutions, while the thermodynamics stability is concerned about the stability of
black holes relative to other thermodynamic states in an appropriate ensemble. Interestingly,
it has been conceived that two kinds of stability have different natures and so do not coincide
in general. However, there was a conjecture by Gubser and Mitra that the thermodynamics
instability implies the dynamical one at least for black branes [1, 2]. Since this conjecture
relates two different kinds of analysis on black holes, it may indicate a possibility of another
approach to the dynamical stability different from the standard mode analysis.
Recently, another method for the linear dynamical stability of black holes was developed by
Hollands and Wald(HW)[3], which uses the machinery in the covariant phase space through
the second variation of the covariant symplectic form, named the canonical energy. By using
the canonical energy method, HW have proved the Gubser-Mitra conjecture and showed the
consistency of their method with another important criterion for the black hole stability known
as the local Penrose inequality [4]. This canonical energy method has been applied successfully
to the extremal black holes and the asymptotic AdS space [5, 6, 7]. More recently, the HW
canonical energy in AdS space is conjectured to be dual to the Fisher information metric on the
dual quantum system [8]. This conjecture is based on several interesting properties of the HW
canonical energy and is checked explicitly in concrete examples.
Though the HW canonical energy method has a great advantage in some aspects over the
standard mode analysis, it raises the following question. Basically, the HW canonical energy
method is not based on the equations of motion(EOM) but on the Lagrangian, while other meth-
ods for the stability criterion utilize (linearized) EOM or the solutions, themselves. Therefore, it
seems to be better if we could construct the canonical energy or the modified canonical energy
by using EOM or the Euler-Lagrange expression, not the Lagrangian. This construction may
be relevant especially when only the EOM are known, for example, as in the type IIB super-
gravity case. In this paper, we attempt to construct the modified version of the HW canonical
energy by using the Euler-Lagrange expression, only. Through this construction, it is realized
that the canonical energy may have some freedom in its definition, which may be relevant in its
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interpretation as the dual to the Fisher information metric.
The paper is organized as follows. In section two, we review on the quasi-local formalism for
charges developed in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], which may be regarded as the EOM alternative to the
covariant phase space approach. Then, we introduce a modified canonical energy based on the
quasi-local Abbott-Deser-Tekin(ADT) formalism and see its relation to the canonical energy
introduced by HW [3] in section three. In pure Einstein gravity, we show that our modified
canonical energy leads to the bulk expression only, in contrast to the HW canonical energy. In
fact, it turns out that one can add the boundary terms without destroying the properties for
the canonical energy and so this seems to indicate that there is freedom in the definition of the
canonical energy. In section four, we study the stability of extremally rotating hairy black holes
in three-dimensions by using the canonical energy method.
2 Review: quasi-local formalism for charges
In this section, we review the quasi-local ADT formalism based on the identically conserved
current and summarize some properties of the generalized ADT current [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14],
which relies on EOM or Euler-Lagrange expression. To summarize our conventions and present
results succinctly, let us denote the metric and matter fields collectively as Ψ = (g, ψ). The
Euler-Lagrange expression can also be written collectively as EΨ = (Eµν , Eψ). The Bianchi or
Noether identity for a diffeomorphism parameter ζµ may be written as
∇µ(2Eµνζν) = −EΨ£ζΨ , (1)
where £ζ denotes the Lie derivative along the vector field ζ
µ and Eµν ≡ Eµν − 12Zµν . Here, the
Z-tensor is given by a linear combination of the product of the matter field ψ and the matter
Euler-Lagrange expression Eψ. Concretely, for an ℓ-th rank tensor field ψµ1···µℓ , one can see that
the Z-tensor is given by
Zµν(Eψ, ψ) = Eµα2α3···αℓψ ψνα2α3···αℓ + E
α1µα3···αℓ
ψ ψ
ν
α1 α3···αℓ
+ · · · , (2)
which will be represented schematically as Zµν = Eµψ ◦ ψν . Note that the Z-tensor vanishes for
minimally coupled scalar fields.
In the quasi-local ADT formalism, the on-shell ADT current [15, 16, 17, 18] is generalized to
the off-shell level. The off-shell conserved current Jµ is composed of two pieces, the generalized
off-shell ADT current J µADT and the additional term J µ∆, as
Jµ(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) + J µ∆(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) , (3)
where the ADT current is defined by (see [11, 12] for some details)
√−gJ µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = δ(
√−gEµνζν)−
√−gEµνδζν +
1
2
√−gζµEΨδΨ . (4)
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The additional term J µ∆, which vanishes when ζ is a Killing vector, is introduced to preserve
the off-shell conservation property of the current even for an asymptotic Killing vector ζµ. This
additional term is given by the iterative integration by parts on a specific combination of the
Euler-Lagrange expression [11] and the current Jµ can be shown to be conserved at the off-shell
level (see Appendix A for its derivation). The additional current J µ∆ is symplectic and vanishes
for a Killing vector ζµ, which can be related to the symplectic current ωµ in the covariant
phase space [19] as given in Eq. (A.5). Despite its relation to the symplectic current, we would
like to emphasize that the additional current J µ∆ is constructed solely from the Euler-Lagrange
expression.
Since the off-shell current Jµ is conserved identically, it can be written in terms of the (anti-
symmetric) off-shell potential Qµν as
√−gJµ = ∂ν(
√−gQµν) , (5)
and the linearized quasi-local ADT charges for an asymptotic Killing vector ζµ are defined by
δQ(ζ) =
1
8πG
∫
dxµν
√−gQµν(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) , (6)
where this expression should be evaluated on-shell at the final stage of computation. Here, we
would like to emphasize that the off-shell current Jµ and potential Qµν are constructed from
the Euler-Lagrange expression and thus they are free from the ambiguity or the non-covariance
in the Lagrangian. As is derived in Appendix A, the off-shell potential Qµν can be related to
the Noether potential Kµν and the surface term Θµ of the Lagrangian, up to a total derivative
term, as
2
√−gQµν(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = δKµν(ζ)−Kµν(δζ)− 2ζ [µΘν](δΨ) +√−gAµν(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) . (7)
For a Killing vector, the charge expression is completely consistent with the conventional ADT
expression at the asymptotic infinity and is also consistent with the covariant phase space for-
malism, for instance, in the computation of the black hole entropy. Furthermore, for asymptotic
Killing vectors, this charge expression can be used to obtain asymptotic symmetry generators[11].
Before going ahead, we would like to remark the special properties of the ADT current J µADT
and the additional current J µ∆. Firstly, one may note that the ADT current, J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ),
is off-shell conserved when ζ is a Killing vector, and that it depends linearly on ζ. This ADT
current can be written in terms of a differential operator DΨ acting on the field variation δΨ as
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = ζν(DΨδΨ)µν . (8)
When the background configuration Ψ satisfies EOM, EΨ = 0, the current reduces to
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ)
∣∣∣
EΨ=0
= δEµν ζν =
(
δEµν − 1
2
δEµψ ◦ ψν
)
ζν , (9)
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which vanishes for an arbitrary ζµ when we impose that δΨ also satisfies linearized EOM,
δEΨ = 0. This property will be called the “on-shell” vanishing property of the ADT current
J µADT in the following. In summary, the generalized off-shell ADT current J µADT has the off-shell
conservation property for a Killing vector and the on-shell vanishing property for an arbitrary
ζ as
∇µJ µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = 0 off shell for a Killing vector ζ , (10)
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = 0 on shell for arbitrary ζ . (11)
Since J µ∆ = 0 for a Killing vector K, the above off-shell conservation property for a Killing
vector can be rephrased as
J µADT (K) = Jµ(K) = ∇νQµν(K) .
Now, let us consider the second variation of the ADT current for an arbitrary vector ζµ,
which would be relevant for the construction of the bilinear form on the first order variation
space. Note that the variation of the ADT current J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ) can be written in terms of
three pieces as
δ2
(
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)
)
= J µADT (δ2ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ) + J µADT (ζ ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) , (12)
where the first and the last term in the right-hand side are given through the representation of
the ADT current J µADT in Eq. (8), explicitly by
J µADT (δ2ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ) = δ2ζν(DΨ δ1Ψ)µν , J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) = ζν(DΨ δ2δ1Ψ)µν . (13)
Therefore the second term in the right-hand side may be thought of as defined by the variations
of the ADT current as
J µADT (ζ ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) ≡ δ2
(
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)
)
− J µADT (δ2ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)− J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) , (14)
which would be a good candidate for a symmetric bilinear form on the space of on-shell first order
variations or linear perturbations. Note also that this current expression J µADT (ζ ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
depends linearly on the vector ζµ while it is independent of the derivatives of ζµ, as can be
inferred from the representation of the ADT current given in Eq. (8).
3 Modified canonical energy
By using the ADT current J µADT , we would like to introduce a modified canonical energy
E(δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ), whose original form was defined in [3]. The essential properties of the canoni-
cal energy proposed in [3] may be summarized as follows. It is a symmetric bilinear form on the
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first field variation δΨ, gauge-invariant, monotonic along the “time evolution” and conserved in
the sense that it does not depend on the choice of the Cauchy surface for given boundaries. As
will be shown in the following, one may use the ADT current J µADT instead of the symplectic
current ωµ to construct a canonical energy with the alluded properties.
Let us denote the Killing vector for the background Ψ as K. The modified canonical energy
for an exact Killing vector K can be introduced through the second variation of the ADT current
by1
E(K ; δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ) ≡ − 1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) , (15)
which is different, at least apparently, from the definition given in Ref. [3]. Here, Σ denotes a
Cauchy surface extending from the bifurcation surface B to the spacelike infinity. Nevertheless,
the essential features for the canonical energy will be shown to be satisfied. To this purpose,
let us look into the properties of the current expression J µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ): symmetric form,
conservation, gauge invariance and the monotonicity. In the following, we take K as the horizon
Killing vector whenever the choice is convenient to present.
Symmetric bilinear form: By using EOM, EΨ = 0 and linearized EOM, δEΨ = 0 with
the interchangeability of two generic variations δ1 and δ2, such as δ2δ1Ψ = δ1δ2Ψ and δ2δ1EΨ =
δ1δ2EΨ, one can see that the second variations of the ADT current satisfy the relation as2.
δ2
(
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)
)∣∣∣
on−shell
= (δ2δ1E
µ
ν)ζ
ν |on−shell = δ1
(
J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ2Ψ)
)∣∣∣
on−shell
, (16)
where we have used the definition of the (off-shell) ADT current given in Eq. (4). Because of
the interchangeability of two generic variations, J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) is also symmetric over two
variations, δ1 and δ2. Thus, by using the defining relation for J µADT (ζ ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) in Eq. (14) and
by using the ‘on-shell’ vanishing property of the ADT current J µADT (δ2ζ ; Ψ, δ1Ψ) in Eq. (11),
one can see that the current expression J µADT (ζ ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) is a symmetric bilinear form on the
space of on-shell first order variations for an arbitrary vector ζµ, while it is independent of the
second order field variations.
Conservation: Recall that, for the exact Killing vector K for the arbitrary background
Ψ with the arbitrary δΨ, the additional current J µ∆(£KΨ, δΨ) vanishes and so the off-shell
current Jµ(K ; Ψ, δΨ) reduces to the ADT current J µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ). Thus, just by replacing
1In the context of the stability of black holes or branes [3, 5], we need to impose the axisymmetric condition for
linear perturbations and the Killing vector K can be chosen as the stationary one KT =
∂
∂t
in the asymptotically
flat case. In the asymptotically AdS case, we can take the Killing vector K as the horizon Killing vector KH
without imposing the axisymmetric conditions.
2Here, ‘on-shell’ means that EOM EΨ = 0 and linearized EOM δEΨ = 0 are satisfied without requiring the
second order variation of EOM to be satisfied.
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the arbitrary δΨ with δ2δ1Ψ in Eq. (5), one obtains
√−gJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) = ∂ν
(√−gQµν(K ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ)
)
, (17)
which shows us that the last term in the right-hand side of Eq. (14) is identically conserved in the
Killing vector case. The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (14) vanishes identically when
the ‘on-shell’ condition is imposed. By using the Killing property of the background £KΨ = 0
and using Eq. (A.4), one can see that the variation of the ADT current for the Killing vector K
is also “on-shell” conserved:
∂µ
[
δ2
(√−gJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)
)]
on−shell
=
√−g (δ2δ1EΨ)£KΨ
∣∣∣
on−shell
= 0 , (18)
where the on-shell vanishing property of the current J µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ) is also used. Note that
the variation of the ADT current δ(
√−gJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ)) is conserved without the require-
ment that the second order variation of field Ψ satisfy EOM3. Collecting the above conservation
and/or vanishing properties of each term in the right-hand side in Eq. (14), one can see that the
current expression J µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) is conserved at the “on-shell” level.
Gauge invariance: The previously established two properties of the current expression,
J µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ), motivate the introduction of the modified canonical energy E(K ; δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ)
for a Killing vector K in Eq. (15). To see the diffeomorphism transformation property of
the current expression J µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) and the gauge invariance of the modified canonical
energy, note that the Lie derivative of the ADT current can be written as
£ǫJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ) = J µADT (£ǫK ; Ψ, δΨ) + J µADT (K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ) + J µADT (K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ) , (19)
where the first term in the right-hand side vanishes when the “on-shell” conditions are imposed
because of the “on-shell” vanishing property of J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) for an arbitrary ζµ. One may
note that the Lie derivative of the ADT current can also be written as
£ǫJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ) = ∇ν
(
2ǫ[νJ µ]ADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ)
)
− J µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ)∇νǫν + ǫµ∇νJ νADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ) , (20)
where the second term in the right-hand side vanishes when the “on-shell” conditions are im-
posed and the last term vanishes because of the conservation property of the ADT current
J µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ) for the Killing vector K. Combining two expressions in Eq. (19) and (20), one
3When the second order variation of the field Ψ also satisfies EOM, the variation of the ADT current itself
vanishes, i.e. δ(
√−gJ µADT (δΨ)) = 0.
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can show that
−
∫
dxµ
√−gJ µADT (K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ)|on−shell
=
∫
dxµ
√−g
[
J µADT (K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)−£ǫJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ)
]
on−shell
=
∫
dxµν
√−g
[
Qµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ) + 2ǫ
[µJ ν]ADT (K ; Ψ, δΨ)
]
on−shell
,
where we have used J µADT (K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ) = ∇νQµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ) for the Killing vector K. Note
also that the last term in the second equality also vanishes by the ‘on-shell’ vanishing condition
of the ADT current J µADT . In the end, one obtains
E(K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ) = 1
8πG
∫
∂Σ
dxµν
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)|on−shell , (21)
which shows us that a generic diffeomorphism transformation leads to a total boundary term
and the modified canonical energy becomes invariant for the local, compactly supported diffeo-
morphism parameter ǫµ on Σ.
More generically, ǫµ may not be local, compactly supported, which could be present in our
setup. In pure Einstein gravity, as was done in Ref. [3], one may choose gauges of the metric near
the horizon such that the linear perturbation does not change the expansion of the bifurcation
surface B as δϑ|B = 0 and δA = 0 for the area A of the surface B. Concretely, on the near
horizon, one can take the metric in the Gaussian null coordinates [20, 21, 3] generically as
ds2NH = 2du(dr − r2αdu− rβadxa) + µabdxadxb , (22)
where u and r correspond to affine parameters along the null directions and µαβ denotes the
metric on the sphere part in Gaussian null coordinates. Here, two null coordinate vectors
n ≡ nµ∂µ = ∂∂u and ℓ ≡ ℓµ∂µ = ∂∂r commute and nµ is normal to the horizon with the relation
nµℓµ = 1. In the chosen gauge, the horizon Killing vector field for the background near the
horizon is given by
KH = κ
(
u
∂
∂u
− r ∂
∂r
)
, (23)
where κ denotes the surface gravity and the perturbed metric becomes
hµνdx
µdxν = −2r2δα du2 − 2rδβa dxadu+ δµabdxadxb , (24)
where hµν ≡ δgµν . At infinity in the asymptotic flat case, the “Bondi gauge” is chosen with a
further choice as was done by Geroch-Xanthopoulos [22, 21], where the “unphysical metric” at
infinity may be taken as
ds˜2 = Ω˜2ds2 = 2dΩ˜du˜+ µ˜abdx˜
adx˜b +O(Ω˜) , (25)
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and the linearized metric satisfies g˜µν h˜µν = O(Ω˜). In the case of the asymptotically AdS
boundary conditions, the unphysical metric is taken as [23, 6]
ds˜2 = dΩ˜2 + γ˜µνdx
µdxν +O(Ω˜2) , (26)
where γ˜µν denotes the metric on the boundary, i.e. the metric of the Einstein static universe.
And then, further conditions are imposed such that the charges Q(ζ) for the asymptotic
symmetry generator ζ are not changed under linear perturbations. This imposition is related to
the perturbation toward stationary black holes, which would generate unwanted contributions [3].
There are still remnant gauge transformations preserving the chosen gauge conditions, of which
gauge parameter ǫµ becomes tangent to the horizon and corresponds to the asymptotic symmetry
generators near infinity. For such a noncompact gauge parameter ǫµ, one can show the gauge
invariance of the modified canonical energy by using the results given in Appendix B. To phrase
it simply, under the same assumptions as in Ref. [3] on the horizon and asymptotic behavior of
the gauge parameter ǫ, one can argue that
E(K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ) = 1
8πG
(∫
∞
−
∫
B
)
dxµν
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)|on−shell = 0 . (27)
In summary, the modified canonical energy is also gauge invariant when the appropriate condi-
tions are taken.
Monotonic property: To consider the monotonic property along the “time evolution” of
the canonical energy, Hollands et al. evaluated the canonical energy on the four sectors4 I (t1)∪
I (t2) ∪H12 ∪J12 with t1 < t2, where H12 and J12 denote the regions in the future horizon
and future null/spacelike infinity, respectively. In order to obtain rigorous statements about the
behavior of the canonical energy, some machinery is utilized for taking care of the null infinity and
the horizon. Briefly speaking, one needs to choose appropriate gauges and falloff conditions [3,
5, 6]. In the asymptotic flat spacetime, the null infinity should be managed carefully and the
statement is proven only for the even-dimensional case. As was alluded before, K is taken as
the stationary Killing vector KT in this case. To the contrary, in the asymptotic AdS spacetime,
the asymptotic infinity is timelike and flux cannot leak away. In this case, the contribution from
the asymptotic infinity is trivial and there is no restriction on the dimensionality.
Instead of performing this analysis directly in our construction, we would like to relate our
modified canonical energy to the original expression of the canonical energy given in [3] and
borrow the monotonicity property of the HW canonical energy to show the monotonicity of
the modified canonical energy in our construction. Recall that the symplectic form WΣ in the
covariant phase space is defined by
WΣ(Ψ | δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ) ≡ 1
16πG
∫
Σ
dxµ ω
µ(Ψ | δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
, (28)
4See the second figure in Ref. [3] and figure 2 in Ref. [5].
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and that the HW canonical energy for the Killing vector K is defined by
EHW (K ; δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ) ≡WΣ(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) , (29)
where δKµ = 0 is assumed as before for simplicity. Therefore, the difference between our
modified canonical energy and its expression in the HW canonical energy turns out to be just
surface terms, as is shown in Appendix C. Explicitly, the difference is given by
EHW (K ; δΨ, δΨ) − E(K ; δΨ, δΨ)
=
1
16πG
∫
∂Σ
dxµν
[
2
√−gQµν(K ; δΨ, δΨ) −√−gAµν(Ψ |£KδΨ, δΨ)
]
on−shell
, (30)
where the boundary ∂Σ is composed of two parts,
∫
∂Σ =
∫
∞
− ∫B . Basically, these boundaries
are sphere parts of geometry on the horizon and the infinity. The contribution from the infinity
vanishes as can be inferred from the linearized charge expression in Eq. (6), which is finite and
taken to vanish for linear perturbations. In pure Einstein gravity, one can infer from Eq. (C.3)
that the above boundary term at B(t) is given by5∫
B(t)
≡ 1
8πG
∫
B(t)
dxµν
√−gQµν(KH ; δg, δg)
∣∣∣
on−shell
=
1
8πG
∫
B(t)
dx
√
µ
[
κ δµαβδµαβ − 3
2
δµαβ£KHδµαβ
]
on−shell
. (31)
Note that the second term in the right-hand side of the last equality vanish on the bifurcation
surface B(t = 0) because of KH → 0, while it would vanishes at B(t) when the perturbed shear
vanishes as was argued in Ref. [3].
The absence of the contribution from the infinity implies that there would no difference
between E and EHW on the sector J12, while they may be different on other sectors I (t1),I (t2),
and H12 up to boundary terms given by the integral over B(t1) and B(t2). Schematically, the
difference on these sectors can be written as
EHW
∣∣∣
I (t1,2)
= E
∣∣∣
I (t1,2)
−
∫
B(t1,2)
, EHW
∣∣∣
H12
= E
∣∣∣
H12
+
∫
B(t2)
−
∫
B(t1)
, (32)
where we have abused the notation to denote the symplectic form and its counterpart on the
sector H12 as EHW and E , respectively. This is consistent with the individual conservation of
EHW and E .
To show the monotonicity of the canonical energy in Ref. [3], the appropriate boundary terms
are subtracted from the canonical energy to modify EHW as E¯HW and then it was shown that
this barred canonical energy satisfies for t1 ≤ t2
E¯HW (t2)− E¯HW (t1) ≤ 0 . (33)
5The similar expression at B(t = 0) was obtained in Eq. (85) in Ref. [3].
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Simply by defining our barred quantity as E¯(t) = E¯HW (t), one can establish immediately the
monotonicity property of our barred canonical energy. The actual application of the canonical
energy comes from the fact that E¯HW (t) → EHW (t = 0) as t → 0, which can be used to argue
that EHW (t = 0) < 0 implies the instability.
In order to see how to use our canonical energy for the stability, it is useful to introduce the
boundary term composed solely of the first term in the last equality in Eq. (31) by denoting it
as
∫
′
B(t), which is negative semi-definite. Note that our barred canonical energy is different from
the unbarred one even at t = 0:
E¯ = E¯HW = EHW = E −
∫
′
B
, (34)
where we have used the relation between EHW and E and the fact that E¯HW = EHW at t = 0.
Because of this relation, E(t = 0) < 0 may not imply the instability for a generic non-compact
perturbation. However, we may prepare the initial data at t = t1, which are compactly supported
such that E(t1) = E¯(t1) = E¯HW (t1). Then, at later time we can conclude that
E¯(t2) = E¯HW (t2) ≤ E¯HW (t1) = E¯(t1) = E(t1) , (35)
Thus, for the compactly supported initial data, the instability argument works in our modified
canonical energy: E(t = 0) < 0 implies the instability just as EHW (t = 0) < 0 does.
Now, we would like to give various comments on our construction and its meaning. In our
construction the symmetric bilinear property of the modified canonical energy on the first order
variations is manifest even on Σ(t), in contrast to the expression of the canonical energy in the
HW construction. In the HW construction, the appropriate gauges at the asymptotic infinity and
the horizon are used to show this property on Σ(t = 0), only. As can be inferred from Eq. (14)
and the property of the ADT current, our modified canonical energy can also be written, when
the second order variation of field Ψ satisfies second order EOM, as
E(K ; δΨ, δΨ) = 1
8πG
∫
∂Σ
dxµν
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ, δ2Ψ)|EΨ=δEΨ=δ2EΨ=0 , (36)
which means that the bulk expression of the modified canonical energy expression becomes the
total surface term. More concretely, the second order variation of conserved charges in our
construction can be read from Eq. (6) as
δ2Q(K) =
1
8πG
∫
∂Σ
dxµν δ
[√−gQµν(K ; Ψ, δΨ)]
=
1
8πG
∫
∂Σ
dxµν
√−g
[
Qµν(K ; δΨ, δΨ) +Qµν(K ; Ψ, δ2Ψ)
]
, (37)
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where we used δK = 0 and δ
√−g = 0 at ∂Σ. By using the second order perturbation satisfying
EOM and falloff conditions of δΨ, one can see that
E(KH ; δΨ, δΨ) = δ2M∞ − ΩHδ2J∞ − κ
2π
δ2SBH − 1
8πG
∫
B
dxµν
√−gQµν(KH ; δΨ, δΨ) ,
(38)
where the last term in pure Einstein gravity is given by Eq. (C.3).
On the sector J12 in Einstein gravity without matter fields, one may obtain directly the
expression of our modified canonical energy, which is nothing but the second order Einstein
tensor in this case, by choosing the Geroch-Xanthopoulos gauge with additional falloff conditions
as in [24]. The final expression given in Eq.(4.13) in Ref. [24] shows us that our modified energy
also gives the same expression as the original canonical energy on this sector. Therefore, there
is no difference between EHW and E on the sector J12 in Einstein gravity without matter fields,
indeed. This direct computation reinforces our argument for the absence of the difference at the
infinity between our modified canonical energy and the HW canonical energy. One may perform
the similar direct computation on H12, since the expressions on H12 and J12 may be parallel.
In the above, the difference is indirectly shown to reside only on the surface B(t1,2) in Appendix
C.
Though our expression of linearized conserved charges is completely consistent with the one
in the covariant phase space approach and the one from the conventional ADT formalism, the
second order variation of conserved charges in our construction may be different from the one
in the covariant phase space approach since
δ2δ1Q(K) = δ2δ1Qcov(K) +
1
16πG
∫
∂Σ
dxµν
√−gAµν(£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) , (39)
where Qcov denotes the charge in the covariant phase space approach and we have used the
relation given in Eq. (A.8) with the condition δKµ = 0. Indeed, in some higher derivative
gravity it was noticed that the additional contribution to the covariant phase space charge
expression is important in the context of the Kerr/CFT correspondence [25]. The combination
in the second order variations in the canonical energy may also be affected by this difference.
This is reflected in the following representation of the HW canonical energy
EHW (K ; δΨ, δΨ) = δ2M cov∞ − ΩHδ2Jcov∞ −
κ
2π
δ2ScovBH ,
which is consistent with the difference given in Eq. (30) and Eq. (38).
Practically, the modified canonical energy can be obtained simply by keeping the first order
variation terms in the expression of δ2δ1E
µν . By using EOM EΨ = 0 and linearized EOM
δEΨ = 0, respectively, one can see that
δ2
(√−gJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)
)
=
√−g(δ2δ1Eµν)Kν
∣∣∣
on−shell
. (40)
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As a result, the modified canonical energy is given by
E(K ; δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ) ≡ − 1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−g(δ2δ1Eµν)Kν
∣∣∣δ2Ψ=0
on−shell
, (41)
where δ2Ψ = 0 denotes that we should keep the first order variation terms. This expression
clearly shows us that our modified canonical energy is related to the direct generalization of the
second order Einstein tensor. Our construction may be regarded as providing the generalization
of the construction by the second order Einstein tensor in Ref. [24] beyond Einstein gravity.
Furthermore, our construction shows clearly the dependence of the modified canonical energy
only on EOM and it makes the covariance of the expression manifest. It would be useful to
deal with the odd-dimensional case with the gravitational Chern-Simons term. Besides, our
expression of the canonical energy clarifies the relation between the traditional ADT expression
and the canonical energy by Hollands and Wald.
One may worry that our form of the canonical energy might have some drawbacks compared
to the HW construction since it differs from the HW canonical energy in the boundary term and
the HW canonical energy is shown to be consistent with other criteria of the black hole stability.
Nevertheless, as was shown in the above, all the essential properties of the canonical energy also
hold in our modified version and there are various cases in which such a boundary term does not
contribute. In fact, our construction reveals the interesting aspect that the additional boundary
term at the horizon may be allowed in defining the canonical energy. Namely, when we define
the canonical energy, we may relax its relation to the Hessian in thermodynamic stability, up
to the boundary term. More concretely, we may have defined the modified canonical energy by
adding the boundary term coming from Jµ(K ; δΨ, δΨ). For instance, we may have introduced
the modified canonical energy by using the current expression −J µADT + Jµ = J µ∆ as
E˜(K ; δΨ, δΨ) ≡ 1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−gJ µ∆(Ψ |,£KδΨ, δΨ) ,
which also satisfies all the properties discussed in the above. This canonical energy can be shown
to be different from the HW canonical energy as
EHW (K ; δΨ, δΨ) − E˜(K ; δΨ, δΨ) =
∫
B
dxµν
√−gAµν(Ψ |£KδΨ, δΨ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
,
and satisfies the relation, when the second order EOM are imposed, as
E˜(KH ; δΨ, δΨ) = δ2M∞ −ΩHδ2J∞ − κ
2π
δ2SBH , (42)
which is consistent even with the Hessian in thermodynamic stability consideration.
Recently, there was a suggestion that the canonical energy is dual to the so-called Fisher
quantum information metric in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence [8]. As is clear
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from our construction, our modified canonical energy E or E˜ is also a good candidate like those
dual to the information metric, since our modified canonical energy does not give any difference
from the HW canonical energy on the pure AdS background. The difference between them
comes from the boundary contribution at the bifurcation surface B or more correctly at B(t),
which is related to the deep infrared physics in the boundary theory. The freedom of adding
the boundary term
∫
B to the canonical energy with arbitrary coefficients, may be useful in this
duality.
In the following section, we consider hairy black holes in the asymptotic AdS space. In the
asymptotic AdS space, the roles of boundary terms at infinity are irrelevant because of the AdS
nature and one can take K as the horizon Killing vector. We apply our modified canonical
energy to study the stability issue on hairy extremally rotating black holes.
4 Hairy AdS black holes
In this section we consider three-dimensional extremally rotating hairy AdS black holes admitted
in Einstein gravity with a cosmological constant and a scalar field, whose analytic solutions are
given in [26, 27, 28]. Interestingly, there are two arguments for the stability of the above
extremally rotating hairy black holes that could give us opposite conclusions. The argument for
their stability may be given as follows. Since there are no propagating degrees of freedom in
three-dimensional Einstein gravity and the scalar field involved in the above solutions satisfies
the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [29], the extremal hairy black holes should be stable, at
least, perturbatively. Moreover, there seems to be no mechanism for the instability in this
extremal configuration in the AdS/CFT context since it is dual to the renormalization group
flow interpolating two CFTs, which does not seem to allow the other end points. The opposite
argument comes from the no-hair conjecture for AdS black holes [30, 31], which was made only
for the four-dimensional case but seems to hold even in the three-dimensional case. Though
there is a numerical attempt to construct rotating hairy black holes deformed from BTZ black
holes [32], those hairy black holes require special conditions on the asymptotic behavior of the
scalar field [33] that are not satisfied by the hairy extremal black holes under the consideration.
Furthermore, the extremally rotating black holes in higher than four dimensions are shown to be
unstable [5, 34]. Of course, all the opposite arguments rely on the higher-dimensional analogues
and so may not be so persuasive. In the following we adopt the canonical energy method and
show the stability of three-dimensional extremally rotating hairy black holes.
Before presenting the specific models under consideration, let us present some general setup
for the Einstein gravity with U(1) gauge and scalar fields ϕI and summarize some results. The
Lagrangian for this system consists of three parts, the Einsten-Hilbert one LEH , the scalar one,
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and the U(1) gauge part, respectively, as
LEH = R− 2Λ , Lϕ = −1
2
GIJ∂µϕ
I∂µϕJ − V (ϕ) , LA = −1
4
N (ϕ)FµνFµν . (43)
The Euler-Lagrange expressions for metric, gauge and scalar fields are given by
Eµν = GΛµν − Tµν , EµA = ∇µ(NFµν) ,
Eϕ = GIJ(ϕ)(✷ϕJ + ΓJKL∂µϕK∂µϕL)− ∂ϕIV (ϕ)−
1
4
∂ϕINFµνFµν ,
where GΛµν = Rµν − 12Rgµν +Λgµν and the energy-momentum tensor Tµν is composed of Tϕµν and
TAµν as
Tϕµν =
1
2
[
GIJ∂µϕ
I∂νϕ
J + gµνLϕ
]
, TAµν =
1
2
[
NFµαFν α + gµνLA
]
.
Note that there is the off-shell identity for a generic diffeomorphism parameter ζ as
0 = −2T µνA ζν + ζµLA −ΘµA(£′ζA) ,
0 = −2T µνϕ ζν + ζµLϕ −Θµ(£ζϕ) .
where £′ζA = −Fµνζν denotes the Lie derivative augmented by a gauge transformation and the
surface terms for the generic variations are given by
Θµg (δg) = 2g
α[µ∇β]δgαβ , Θµ(δϕ) = −GIJ(ϕ)δϕI∂µϕJ , ΘµA = −NFµνδAν .
By using this identity under the assumption δKµ = 0, one can see that the scalar field and the
Abelian gauge field parts for the modified canonical energy can be extracted from the surface
term Θµ as
J µADT (K ; δϕ, δϕ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
=
1
2
[
−Kµ∇νδϕΘνϕ(δϕ) + δ2ϕΘµ(£Kϕ)
]∣∣∣δ2ϕ=0
on−shell
,
J µADT (K ; δA, δA)
∣∣∣
on−shell
=
1
2
[
−Kµ∇νδAΘνA(δA) + δ2AΘµ(£KA)
]∣∣∣δ2A=0
on−shell
.
As was emphasized before, one can obtain the same expression solely from the expression of
Eµν , i.e. a combination of EOM, but we have provided the shortcut to the results by using the
relation between EOM and the surface term Θµ .
Now, let us stick to the three-dimensional Einstein gravity with a minimally coupled scalar
field, whose Lagrangian can be written as
L = R− 1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− V (ϕ) . (44)
Our interest is in the hairy deformed three-dimensional extremal black holes [26, 27]. One can
obtain the solutions by assuming that the scalar potential V is taken in the form of
V (ϕ) =
1
2L2
(∂ϕW)2 − 1
2L2
W2 , W =W(ϕ) . (45)
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By taking the generic ansatz for the metric and scalar as
ds2 = −e2A(r)dt2 + e2B(r)dr2 + r2(dθ + eC(r)dt)2 , ϕ = ϕ(r) , (46)
where the radius of the asymptotic AdS3 space is taken to be unity, one can show that the metric
functions and the scalar field satisfying the following first order ordinary differential equations
solve the full EOM:
ϕ′ = −eB∂ϕW , A′ = 1
r
+ eBW , (eC)′ =
(1
r
eA
)′
, A′ +B′ =
r
2
ϕ′2 . (47)
For instance, the simplest case among analytic solutions is
ϕ(r) =
ϕ0
r2
, W = α
[
4 + ϕ2(r)
]
+ βe
ϕ2
4 , (48)
where the coefficients α and β are given, in terms of the constant ϕ0 and the position of the
horizon rH , by
α =
1
2
1
1− e−ϕ20/4r2H , β = −
2e−ϕ
2
0
/4r2H
1− e−ϕ20/4r2H . (49)
In this case, the metric functions can be obtained as
eA = r
[
2αe−ϕ
2
0
/4r2 +
β
2
]
, eB = e−ϕ
2
0
/4r2e−A , eC =
1
r
eA . (50)
The near horizon geometry of all these configurations satisfying the first order EOM are given
generically by
ds2NH = L
2
NH
[
− ρ2dt2 + 1
ρ2
dρ2
]
+ r2H
(
dθ − LNH
rH
ρ dt
)2
, (51)
which is known as the self-dual orbifold of AdS3 space [35]. Here, LNH denotes the radius of
the orbifold of AdS3 space defined by
LNH =
1
W(ϕH ) .
The scalar potential near the horizon can be expanded as
V = −1
2
W(ϕH)2 +W(ϕH)2(ϕ− ϕH)2 + · · · , (52)
which comes from the generic expansion of the superpotential W as
W =W(ϕH )− 1
2
W(ϕH )(ϕ− ϕH)2 + · · · . (53)
Note that the first term of the superpotential W plays the role of the cosmological constant on
the near horizon geometry. The horizon Killing vector is taken by K = ∂∂t in these coordinates.
The effective Lagrangian on the near horizon geometry is given by
L = R− 2ΛNH − 1
2
(∂µϕ˜)
2 − 1
2
m2NH(ϕ˜)
2 + · · · , (54)
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where ΛNH and m
2
NH denote the near horizon effective cosmological constant and effective mass
square of the scalar field ϕ˜ ≡ ϕ− ϕH as
ΛNH ≡ − 1
4L2NH
= −W(ϕH)
2
4
, m2NH = 2W(ϕH )2 =
2
L2NH
.
The effective mass of the scalar field is greater than the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound in the
near horizon geometry and so the scalar field could be thought of as stable in the near horizon
geometry. We would like to confirm this argument explicitly by using the canonical energy
method.
Let us consider linear perturbations of the metric and scalar fields and compute the modified
canonical energy on the near horizon geometry in order to see the stability of the above hairy
deformed extremal black holes. Combined with the stability argument at infinity, one may say
that the whole configuration is stable for linear perturbations. As is obvious from the three-
dimensional nature of our configurations, the metric variation should be just pure gauge and so
its role is trivial. From now on, let us take all the functions to depend on the radial coordinate
ρ instead of r on the near horizon geometry. Indeed, by taking the metric perturbation as
δgµν = ∇(µζν) , ζµ = ζµ(t, ρ, θ) , (55)
we will show that the metric perturbation does not contribute to the canonical energy.
Instead of solving the linearized EOM on the given background, we would like to analyze the
form of modified canonical energy itself, which is composed of four parts as
E(K ; δ1Ψ, δ2Ψ) = E(K ; δ1g, δ2g) + E(K ; δ1g, δ2ϕ) + E(K ; δ1ϕ, δ2g) + E(K ; δ1ϕ, δ2ϕ) . (56)
By using our result given in Eq. (41), one can compute each term directly without difficulty.
Firstly, the contribution from the metric perturbation to the canonical energy is given by6
E(K ; δg, δg) (57)
= − 1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−g
[[
− hρσ∇µ∇νhρσ + 2hρσ∇ρ∇(µhν) σ − 1
2
∇µhρσ∇νhρσ − 2∇ρhσµ∇[ρhσ] ν
−∇ρ(hρσ∇σhµν) + 1
2
∇ρh∇ρhµν + 2
(
∇ρhρσ − 1
2
∇σh
)
∇(µhν) σ
]
− 1
2
gµν
[
trace
]]
Kν
∣∣∣δ2Ψ=0
on−shell
,
where hµν ≡ δgµν , h ≡ gµνhµν and [trace] denotes the trace of the expression in front of it. This
part is consistent with Eq. (85) in [3]. Since the metric perturbation is given by pure gauge
transformation, i.e. δgµν = £ζgµν , this part has nothing to do with canonical energy and can
6It would be meaningful to check the gauge invariance explicitly since the gauge choice may be different in the
extremal case and in our form of the near horizon geometry.
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be checked to vanish by a direct computation, as was shown generically in Eq. (27). The cross
terms can be shown to vanish as follows:
E(K ; δg, δϕ) + E(K ; δϕ, δg) (58)
=
1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−g
[
m2H(2hµν − gµνh)ϕδϕ
]
Kν
∣∣∣δ2Ψ=0
on−shell
= 0 .
Hence, the contribution to canonical energy comes only from the scalar perturbation part as
E(K ; δϕ, δϕ) = − 1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−g
[
−∇µδϕ∇νδϕ + 1
2
gµν
(
∇λδϕ∇λδϕ +m2Hδϕ2
)]
Kν
∣∣∣δ2Ψ=0
on−shell
=
1
8πG
∫
Σ
dρdθ
rNH
2ρ2
[
2ρ2δϕ2 + ρ4
(∂δϕ
∂ρ
)2
+
(∂δϕ
∂t
)2]
. (59)
Since rNH > 0, E(K ; δϕ, δϕ) could not be negative at any time. This confirms the linear
stability of the extremally rotating hairy black holes under consideration.
5 Conclusion
We have constructed the modified version of the canonical energy that was introduced originally
by HW in [3]. Our construction is based on the off-shell adaptation of the ADT current and so
connects the various conceptually different constructions. Briefly speaking, it can be regarded
as the generalization of the second order Einstein tensor method in pure Einstein gravity or the
effective energy-momentum tensor method in the original ADT approach. By showing explicitly
the relation between our construction and the original HW one, we have showed that one may
construct a quantity that differs from the HW canonical energy in the boundary term over the
spatial section of the future horizon. Through this relation, we have also explained clearly why
the second order Einstein tensor method in the literature could give the same information as
the HW canonical energy at the asymptotic infinity. In other words, our results imply that
the second order contribution to the Bondi energy can be computed by using the ADT current
expression.
In fact, the modified canonical energy can be constructed while sharing all the properties of
the HW canonical energy as given in Eq. (42) and may be distinguished from the HW canonical
energy only in the higher derivative theory of gravity. The essential point of our construction
is that one may have freedom in constructing the canonical energy equipped with the relevant
properties. This possibility would give us a better chance to match the canonical energy to the
Fisher information metric in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Our results show
that one may be able to use the freedom in the construction of the canonical energy with the
required properties under consideration.
We have also considered the three-dimensional extremally rotating hairy AdS black holes
that were not yet proven to be stable or not. Since there are conflicting arguments about their
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stability, it would be a good exercise to use the (modified) canonical energy method in this
example, as is done in the main text. We have verified that the canonical energy is positive
definite on the near horizon geometry and concluded that the extremally rotating hairy black
holes in three dimensions are stable at least under the linear perturbations. It would be very
interesting to explore whether or not one can distinguish the various possible forms of the
canonical energy from the physical consideration in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence,
especially as a dual to the Fisher information metric. In the context of the black hole stability,
it would also be interesting to consider a higher derivative theory of gravity and the stability of
its black hole solutions by using the (modified) canonical energy method.
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Appendix
A. Relation to symplectic current
Generic variation of the action can be expressed as
δI[Ψ] =
1
16πG
∫
dDx δ(
√−gL) = 1
16πG
∫
dDx
[√−gEΨδΨ+ ∂µΘµ(Ψ, δΨ)
]
. (A.1)
Identifying the diffeomorphism transformation of the parameter ζ with the above generic vari-
ation leads to the following relation:
∂µ(ζ
µ√−gL) = √−gEΨ£ζΨ+ ∂µΘµ(Ψ |£ζΨ) . (A.2)
The symplectic current with the variation of the diffeomorphism parameter ζµ under a generic
variation δ can be defined by
ωµ(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) ≡ £ζΘµ(Ψ, δΨ)−
[
δ{Θµ(Ψ,£ζΨ)} −Θµ(Ψ,£δζΨ)
]
= Θµ(£ζΨ, δΨ)−Θµ(δΨ,£ζΨ) ,
which reduces to the conventional one when δζµ = 0. By combining the definition of the
symplectic current ωµ(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ), the double variation of the action as (δ£ζ − £ζδ)I[Ψ] =
£δζI[Ψ], and the relation in (A.2) for the diffeomorphism parameter δζ
µ, one obtains
∂µω
µ(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) =
[
δ
(√−gEΨ£ζΨ
)
−
(√−gEΨ£δζΨ
)]
−£ζ
(√−gEΨδΨ
)
. (A.3)
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By using the identity in Eq. (1), the relation of δ∂µ = ∂µδ for a generic variation δ, and the
property of the Lie derivative on the scalar density £ζ(
√−gEΨδΨ) = ∂µ(ζµ√−gEΨδΨ), one can
see that
∂µ
(√−gJ µADT
)
= −1
2
[
δ
(√−gEΨ£ζΨ
)
−√−gEΨ£δζΨ
]
+
1
2
£ζ
(√−gEΨδΨ
)
. (A.4)
The additional current J µ∆ can be related to the symplectic current ωµ in the covariant phase
space [19] as
2
√−gJ µ∆(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) = ωµ(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) + ∂ν
(√−gAµν(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ)
)
, (A.5)
where Aµν is an anti-symmetric tensor defined by
δΘµ(£ζΨ) = £ζΘ
µ(δΨ) +
√−g∇ν
(
Aµν(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ)− 2Sµν(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ)
)
+ δΨ [· · · ] ,
where Sµν ≡ S(µν) and [· · · ] denotes the irrelevant expressions in our presentation. As a result,
the additional current J µ∆ is symplectic just as ωµ and vanishes for a Killing vector. The relation
in Eq. (A.5) between the additional current term J µ∆ and the symplectic current ωµ implies that
∂µ(
√−gJ µ∆) =
1
2
∂µω
µ . (A.6)
Now, the identical conservation of the current Jµ follows from the identity given in Eq. (A.3)
∂µ(
√−gJµ) = ∂µ(
√−gJ µADT ) + ∂µ(
√−gJ µ∆)
= −1
2
[
δ
(√−gEΨ£ζΨ
)
−√−gEΨ£δζΨ
]
+
1
2
£ζ
(√−gEΨδΨ
)
+
1
2
∂µω
µ(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ)
= 0 .
For a covariant Lagrangian L(Ψ), the off-shell Noether current and potential may be intro-
duced as
Jµ = ζµ
√−gL(Ψ) + 2√−gEµνζν −Θµ(£ζΨ) = ∂νKµν(ζ) . (A.7)
After some manipulation by using the relation in Eq. (A.5), one can obtain the off-shell relation
2
√−gQµν(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = δKµν(ζ)−Kµν(δζ)− 2ζ [µΘν](δΨ) +√−gAµν(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) . (A.8)
Note that there may be additional terms in the right-hand side in the above relation when the
Lagrangian contains non-covariant terms [10]. By recalling the relations Eqs. (3), (A.5), and
(5), one may note that
ωµ(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ) + 2
√−gJ µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) = ∂ν
[
2
√−gQµν(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ)−√−gAµν(Ψ |£ζΨ, δΨ)
]
= ∂ν
[
δKµν(ζ)−Kµν(δζ)− 2ζ [µΘν](δΨ)
]
, (A.9)
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where we used the off-shell identity (A.8) in the second equality.
It is straightforward to repeat the same procedure in [36] to derive the first law of black hole
thermodynamics. Let us introduce the integral V of the off-shell current Jµ as7
VΣ(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) ≡ 1
8πG
∫
Σ
dxµ
√−gJµ(ζ ; Ψ, δΨ)
=
1
8πG
∫
∞
dxµν
√−gQµν − 1
8πG
∫
B
dxµν
√−gQµν . (A.10)
To see the implication of this integral, take the on-shell condition and ζ as a Killing vector K.
Then, the off-shell current JµADT reduces to the ADT current J µADT . The on-shell condition
implies J µADT = 0 and the Killing condition leads to J µ∆ = 0 and Aµν = 0, and so the integral
VΣ vanishes in this case. For the horizon Killing vector KH ,
KH ≡ ∂
∂t
+ΩH
∂
∂θ
,
the conserved charges are given by
1
8πG
∫
∞
dxµν
√−gQµν(KH ; Ψ, δΨ) = δM∞ − ΩHδJ∞
1
8πG
∫
B
dxµν
√−gQµν(KH ; Ψ, δΨ) = κ
2π
δSBH ,
and so one can see that the integral gives us the first law of black hole thermodynamics as
0 = δM∞ − ΩHδJ∞ − κ
2π
δSBH . (A.11)
B. Gauge invariance
Just like two expressions of the Lie derivative of the ADT current in Eq. (19) and (20), the Lie
derivative of the potential Qµν can be written in two ways. Firstly, it can be written as
£ǫQ
µν(K ; Ψ, δΨ) = Qµν(£ǫK ; Ψ, δΨ) +Q
µν(K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ) +Q
µν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ) . (B.1)
Secondly, it can also be written as
£ǫQ
µν(K ; Ψ, δΨ) = ∇α(3ǫ[αQµν])−Qµν∇αǫα − ǫµ∇αQνα − ǫν∇αQαµ ,
= ∇α(3ǫ[αQµν])−Qµν∇αǫα − 2ǫ[µJ ν]ADT , (B.2)
where we have used that J µADT (K) = Jµ(K) = ∇νQµν(K) for a Killing vector K. Combining
the above two expressions for the Lie derivative of the potential Qµν , one obtains
Qµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
=
[
∇α
(
3ǫ[αQµν](K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)
)
−Qµν(K ; Ψ, δΨ)∇αǫα
−Qµν(K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ) −Qµν(£ǫK ; Ψ, δΨ)
]
on−shell
, (B.3)
7Since we use a Killing vector in the derivation of the first law, one can employ J µADT instead of Jµ.
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where the “on-shell” vanishing condition of the ADT current J µADT is used. By inserting this
equality in Eq. (21), one can see that there are contributions from two boundaries: the spacelike
infinity and the bifurcation surface B. The first term in the right-hand side of the above equality
does not contribute to the modified canonical energy since we integrate over the closed space at
both boundaries. Now, let us consider the leftover terms in the right-hand side.
Since ǫ corresponds to the asymptotic symmetry generators at infinity, one can see that
∇αǫα → 0 and £ǫΨ→ 0 sufficiently fast near infinity compared to the field Ψ itself, which would
come from the definition of the asymptotic symmetry generators. As can be inferred from the
definition of the charge in Eq. (6), it turns out that δQ(K) ≃ ∫ dxµν√−gQµν(K; Ψ, δΨ) is finite
(in fact, taken as zero for linear perturbations) at the spacelike infinity. Therefore, the second and
third terms in the right-hand side vanish at the spacelike infinity. Furthermore, £ǫK = [ǫ,K] =
ǫ′ corresponds to another asymptotic Killing vector and δQ(ǫ′) ≃ ∫ dxµν√−gQµν(ǫ′ ; Ψ, δΨ) = 0
under the chosen condition that the charge is invariant for the linear perturbations. As a result,
the last term contributes at the spacelike infinity.
Since we are taking the same gauge conditions in Ref. [3], our gauge parameter ǫ satisfies the
same property as there. Thus, at the bifurcation surface B, the gauge transformation satisfies
∇αǫα|B = µαβ∇αǫβ|B = 0 (see Remark below Lemma 1 in Ref. [3]). Therefore, the second term
in the right-hand side in Eq. (B.3) does not contribute. At the bifurcation surface B, therefore,
the relevant expression in Eq. (B.3) can be written as
2
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
= −2√−g
[
Qµν(K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ) +Q
µν(£ǫK ; Ψ, δΨ)
]
on−shell
.
(B.4)
For simplicity, let us focus on pure Einstein gravity, in which the potential Qµν is given by [11]
Qµν(ζ ; g, h) =
1
2
h∇[µζν]−ζ [µ∇αhν]α+ζα∇[µhν]α+ζ [µ∇ν]h− 1
2
hα[µ∇αζν]+ 1
2
hα[µ∇ν]ζα , (B.5)
By using the metric perturbation near the horizon given in Eq. (24), one can see that the
perturbation metric hµν satisfies n[µℓν]h
µα → 0 as r → 0, that is to say, n[µℓν]hµα vanishes on
the future horizon. Therefore, the last two terms in the above potential Qµν(ζ ; g, δg) do not
contribute after the integration over the spatial section B(t). This is the case even for the second
variation in the form of Qµν(ζ ; δ2g, δ1g).
Let us consider the contribution from the first term Qµν(K ; £ǫg, δg) in the right-hand side
of Eq. (B.4). By incorporating KH → 0 at the bifurcation surface B, this term reduces to
Qµν(KH ; £ǫg, h)
∣∣∣
B
= −1
2
hαβ£ǫgαβ∇[µKν]H
∣∣∣
B
. (B.6)
Note that the gauge parameter ǫµ is tangent to the future horizon and, in fact, its admissible
form is given by [5, 6]:
ǫµ = fǫn
µ + rY µǫ , n
µ∇µfǫ = 0 . (B.7)
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Then, the direct computation in the chosen coordinates in Eq. (24) shows us that hµν∇[µǫν] → 0
as r → 0. Hence, the first term gives zero contribution.
In the chosen gauge near the horizon, ξ ≡ £ǫK = −[K, ǫ] becomes normal to the future
horizon at the surface B, since the gauge parameter ǫµ is tangent to the horizon. By using the
property of ξ, one can set [3]
ξµ = fnµ + uXµ + rY µ . (B.8)
Noting that nµ∇αh αµ → 0 as r → 0, with the expression of ξ near the horizon, one can show
that the second term Qµν(£ǫK ; Ψ, δΨ) in the right-hand side of Eq. (B.4) reduces at the surface
B to
Qµν(ξ ; g, δg) =
1
2
δµαα∇[µξν] + ξα∇[µhν]α + ξ[µ∇ν]h . (B.9)
Since hµνξν = h
µνnν = 0 at the surface B, one can see that n[µℓν]ξα∇[µhν]α = 0 for the
metric perturbation hµν at B and that n
µ∇µh ∝ µab∂uδµab ∝ δϑ = 0. Thus, we obtain the
following result:
2
√−gQµν(K ; g,£ǫδg)
∣∣∣
on−shell
= −√−gδµαα∇[µξν] . (B.10)
Since the gauge is chosen as µαβδµαβ = δµ
α
α = 0, we immediately see that
E(K ; £ǫg, δg) = 1
16πG
∫
B
dxµν
√−gδµαα∇[µξν] = 0 . (B.11)
Now, we would like to give comments on the relation to the derivation in Ref. [3]. In short,
our derivation is completely parallel and consistent to the one in Appendix A of Ref. [3]. In
fact, one can show that
2
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ,£ǫδΨ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
= −
[
2
√−gQµν(K ; £ǫΨ, δΨ)− δKµν(ξ) + 2ξ[µΘν](δΨ) −
√−gAµν(Ψ |£ξΨ, δΨ)
]
on−shell
.
In pure Einstein gravity, the first term is already shown to give no contribution. Note that the
Aµν -tensor is given by
Aµν(£ξg, δg) = −
(
gµ(αgβ)(ρgσ)ν − gν(αgβ)(ρgσ)µ
)
(£ξgαβhρσ − hαβ£ξgρσ) , (B.12)
from which one can see that the above Aµν -tensor term does not contribute to the canonical
energy through Eqs. (B.3), (B.4), and (21). The absence of the contribution from δKµν(ξ) −
2ξ[µΘν](δΨ) is the main result in Appendix A in [3].
C. Relation to HW construction
In the case of the Killing vector K with δK = 0, one can show that the current expression
J µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) is related to the symplectic current as follows. The variation of the ADT
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current J µADT can also be written under the condition δK = 0 as
δ2
(√−gJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)
)
=
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) +
√−gJ µADT (K ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ)
=
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + ∂ν
[√−gQµν(K ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ)
]
,
where we used in the first equality the “on-shell” vanishing condition of J µADT (ζ ; Ψ, δΨ) and
used in the second equality J µADT (K) = ∇νQµν(K). Under the condition δK = 0, the generic
variation leads to δ£KΨ = £KδΨ. And thus, the variation of the symplectic current becomes
δ2ω
µ(Ψ |£KΨ, δ1Ψ) = ωµ(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ), because of £KΨ = 0. By taking into account the
second variation of the relation in Eq. (A.9) with the above second variation of the ADT current
J µADT for the Killing vector K, one can see that[
ωµ(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + 2
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
(C.1)
= ∂ν
[
2
√−gQµν(K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + 2(δ2
√−g)Qµν(K ; Ψ, δ1Ψ)−
√−gAµν(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
,
where we have used Aµν(£KΨ, δΨ) = 0. Under the chosen gauges near the horizon and the
asymptotic infinity, it turns out that δ
√−g|B(t) = 0 at the future horizon and all the terms
vanish at infinity because δΨ decays sufficiently fast at infinity. Thus, one concludes that the
difference is written eventually as∫
Σ
dxµ
[
ωµ(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + 2
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
= −
∫
B
dxµν
√−g
[
2Qµν(K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)−Aµν(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
, (C.2)
which holds for any Cauchy surface Σ(t), not just at Σ(t = 0). As a result, one obtains the
relation given in Eq. (30). It is interesting to observe that the above relation reproduces the
same expression given by Eq. (B.3) and Eq. (B.4) by taking δ2 = £ǫ, which might be just a
coincidence not warranted from the construction. In pure Einstein gravity, one can show, by the
explicit computation as done in Appendix B, that the Aµν-tensor term does not contribute at
the surface B(t) in the chosen coordinates near the horizon as (22) and (24). By using the form
the perturbed metric in Eq. (24) and the fact that n[µℓν]hνα → 0 at the future horizon i.e. at
r = 0, one can see that the relevant potential term for the horizon Killing vector KH is given by
Qµν(KH ; δ2g, δ1g)
∣∣∣
B(t)
=
1
2
δ2g
αβδ1gαβ∇[µKν]H −
1
2
δ1g
αβK
[µ
H∇ν]δ2gαβ +K [µH∇ν](δ2gαβδgαβ)
∣∣∣
B(t)
,
where we have used that KH is normal to the future horizon and n[µℓν]h
µα → 0 as r → 0. Thus,
we obtain
2n[µℓν]Q
µν(KH ; δg, δg)
∣∣∣
B(t)
=
[
κ δµαβδµαβ − 3
2
δµαβ£KH δµαβ
]
B(t)
. (C.3)
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The above relation may also be written as∫
∂Σ
dxµν
[
ωµ(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + 2
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
= ∂ν
[
δ2δ1K
µν(K)− 2K [µδ2Θν](δ1Ψ)− 2
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
(C.4)
From the relation in Eq. (A.8), one can see that the last term in the right-hand side in the
equality cancels the second order perturbation terms in the proceeding terms. Explicitly, it can
be written as
2
√−gQµν(K ; Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) = δ2δ1Kµν(K)
∣∣∣
δ2δ1Ψ
− 2K [µΘν](Ψ, δ2δ1Ψ) , (C.5)
where the subscript δ2δ1Ψ means that we should keep the second order variations. Schematically,
one can write the above relation of the current expression as
[
ωµ(Ψ |£Kδ2Ψ, δ1Ψ) + 2
√−gJ µADT (K ; δ2Ψ, δ1Ψ)
]
on−shell
(C.6)
= ∂ν
[
δ2δ1K
µν(K)− 2K [µδ2Θν](δ1Ψ)
]δ2δ1Ψ=0
on−shell
,
where δ2δ1Ψ = 0 in the superscript denotes the absence of second order variations in the ex-
pressions.
On the bifurcation surface B, the contribution comes from the first term δ2Kµν , only. In
fact, the essentially same relation has already been obtained in Ref. [3] (see Eq. (81) there),
though its derivation and interpretation seem to be different. In the end, the difference between
EHW and E is given by
EHW (K ; δΨ, δΨ) − E(K ; δΨ, δΨ) = − 1
16πG
∫
B
dxµν
[
δ2Kµν(K)
]δ2Ψ=0
on−shell
, (C.7)
which can also be written, through Eq. (C.3), at least in Einstein gravity as
EHW (K ; δΨ, δΨ) − E(K ; δΨ, δΨ) = − 1
8πG
∫
B
dxµν
√−gQµν(K ; δΨ, δΨ)
∣∣∣
on−shell
. (C.8)
By noting that the modified canonical energy differs from the HW canonical energy only on
the bifurcation surface B, whenever δ1Ψ or δ2Ψ are taken in such a way that δ1, 2Q(K) = 0 at
infinity, one can see that our modified canonical energy satisfies the same properties with the
HW canonical energy for the perturbation toward stationary black holes.
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